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RISK ASSESSMENT Stage II

Patients with high risk stage II (at least one of the following clinical

characteristics) can be considered for adjuvant chemo:

• Lymph nodes sampling <12

• Poorly differentiated tumour

• Vascular or lymphatic or perineural invasion

• Tumour presentation with obstruction or tumour perforation

• pT4 stage

MSI/MMR tumors:

• 10%– 15% of stage II: Very low risk (benefits of chemo: unlikely).

• Not useful for guidance on treatment decisions in stage III:

� Conflicting data on the potential benefit of 5-FU alone (old studies)

� No conclusive data available for oxaliplatin.

Labianca et al. Ann Oncol 2013, NCCN guidelines v 2.2017



STAGE III: ADJUVANT TREATMENT

• MOSAIC: 6-year follow-up confirmed benefit in DFS of adjuvant FOLFOX4, and an

advantage was also observed in OS for stage III patients only1

• XELOXA phase III study assessed the safety and efficacy of adjuvant capecitabine

(CPC) + ox vs FU2/LV in stage III: CPC arm was well tolerated and superior to the i.v

fluoropyrimidine.

• Capecitabine or 5-FU/LV in infusion can be an alternative. X-ACT trial: CPC is an active

agent with a favourable toxicity in stage III patients.

Andre et al. J Clin Oncol 2009, 2. Haller et al J Clin Oncol 2011, 3. Twelves et al. N Engl J Med 2005

























My personal conclusions:

The IDEA trials collaborative effort has been a tremendous attempt to balance
In an appropriate way the need for potential efficacy of chemotherapy in the
adjuvant setting and the occurrence of relevant side effects in high risk but
potentially cured colon cancer patients.

Three months of treatment have clearly less toxicity and are better tolerated.

Although non inferiority efficacy was not formally demonstrated in 3 vs 6
months strategy, a shorter treatment is a valid therapeutic option to offer to
selected patients, mostly when the CAPOX regimen is used.

However, this study fully support the need of clearly discussing in a simple,
informative and open way with each patient the therapeutic options after
potentially curative surgery in order to share with him or her the decision for
The most suitable individual choice.


